When selecting secure login, user is properly directed to HTTPS server defined in configuration, however after logging in user is directed to HTTP server defined in configuration, but using URL prefix from HTTPS server. Example:

HTTP server name: amix.failsure.net
HTTP port: 80
HTTP URL prefix: /
HTTPS server name: failsure.net
HTTPS port: 443
HTTPS URL prefix: /amix/

Select secure login, redirects to -> https://failsure.net/amix/
Login successfully...
Redirected to standard HTTP, bad address -> http://amix.failsure.net/amix/
Intended to be http://amix.failsure.net/

If this is not a bug, it is not clear to me how the above configuration section is intended to be used.
Checked with Firefox and Mozilla on Linux, IE6 in Windows.
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Hi, is this bug solved?
I use version 1.9.2 and there is also this problem.

komodo 12 Jun 07 13:34 GMT-0000

I think, this bug can be closed.
In 1.9.7, these things works well.

buggerme 19 Oct 07 08:53 GMT-0000

Version 1.9.7:

Tiki home page is:
https://www.example.net/tiki/tiki-index.php

When trying to log in, redirects to:
http://www.example.net/tiki/tiki-index.php
Note double slashes before tiki. Browser Back-button shows correctly logged in page:

https://www.example.net/tiki/tiki-index.php

Is this fixed in 1.9.8.1?
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